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Microsoft Windows Vista AdministrationMcGraw-Hill, 2007
It was almost midnight, and the crowd’s excitement was palpable. The line had wrapped around the electronics store, getting longer with each passing hour. As the clock ticked closer to midnight, the pack grew more and more electric. In just a few minutes, it would be in their hands. Was the crowd waiting to buy a new CD? Was a new Star Wars...
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OOP: Building Reusable Components with Microsoft  Visual Basic  .NETMicrosoft Press, 2002
When Microsoft introduced an alpha version of the Microsoft  .NET Framework to a small group of developers, the developers were immediately  excited. Those of us attending this kickoff meeting understood the vision of  .NET right away:

	
    A common language runtime   

    

...
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Design of Linear RF Outphasing Power AmplifiersArtech House Publishers, 2003
The wireless communications revolution has been driven by a confluence of technological advances, including improvements in communications theory, very large-scale integration (VLSI) technology, and radio frequency (RF) microelectronics. The microwave power amplifier represents one of the major factors in the low-cost and low-power implementation...
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Microsoft Windows Intune 2.0: Quickstart AdministrationPackt Publishing, 2012

	Microsoft Windows Intune is a cloud service solution that simplifies how small and mid-sized businesses manage and secure PCs using Microsoft cloud services and Windows 7-so your computers and users can operate at peak performance all the time.


	This step-by-step guide will show you how to plan, set up and maintain Windows Intune,...
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Neo4j High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and administer scalable graph database systems for your applications using Neo4j


	About This Book

	
		Explore the numerous components that provide abstractions for pretty much any functionality you need from your persistent graphs
	
		Familiarize yourself with how to test the...
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Basic Statistics Using SAS Enterprise Guide: A PrimerSAS Institute, 2007
Now it's easy to perform many of the most common statistical techniques when you use the SAS Enterprise Guide point-and-click interface to access the power of SAS. Emphasizing the practical aspects of the analysis, this example-rich guide shows you how to conduct a wide range of statistical analyses without any SAS programming required. One or...
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Statistical Bioinformatics: with RAcademic Press, 2010

	Bioinformatics is an emerging field in which statistical and computational techniques
	are used extensively to analyze and interpret biological data obtained
	from high-throughput genomic technologies. Genomic technologies allow us
	to monitor thousands of biological processes going on inside living organisms
	in one snapshot, and are...
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Programming in Lua, Second EditionLua.org, 2006

	Lua is the language of choice for anyone who needs a scripting language that is simple, efficient, extensible, portable, and free. Currently, Lua is being used in areas ranging from embedded systems to Web development and is widely spread in the game industry, where knowledge of Lua is an indisputable asset. "Programming in Lua" is...
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Pro (IBM) WebSphere Application Server 7 InternalsApress, 2009
Pro (IBM) WebSphere Application Server 7 Internals covers the internal architecture and implementation of the WebSphere Application Server (WAS) version 7 product set and how other IBM products extend it. It presents information to enable administrators, developers, and architects to learn about the aspects of WAS that apply to them:

...
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Learning Behavior-driven Development with JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create powerful yet simple-to-code BDD test suites in JavaScript using the most popular tools in the community


	About This Book

	
		Master the most popular testing tools in the JavaScript ecosystem, such as CucumberJS, Mocha, SinonJS, and more.
	
		Learn how Behavior-driven development can help...
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RF Mems Circuit Design for Wireless CommunicationsArtech House Publishers, 2002
This book examines the recent progress made in the emerging field of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology in the context of its imminent insertion and deployment in radio frequency (RF) and microwave wireless applications. In particular, as the potential of RF MEMS to enable the implementation of sophisticated, yet low-power, portable...
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Creating Development Environments with VagrantPackt Publishing, 2013

	Vagrant is a tool for building complete development environments. With an easy-to-use workflow and focus on automation, Vagrant lowers development environment setup time, increases development/production parity, and makes the "it works on my machine" excuse a thing of the past.


	"Creating Development Environments with...
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